For our location in Würzburg, we are now looking for a full-time office employee as we expand our team.

Technical Sales Person
Freedom, an open mind and fun are the most important prerequisites for fostering creativity and innovation.
Your activity

Your profile

-

Support for existing and new customers

-

Developing customized solutions
Testing new products
Further development of growth segments
Travel worldwide (10 -20%)

-

Completed technical training (science or engineering degree)

-

Interest in direct customer contact, contact and negotiating skills
Ideally, work experience in the sales of technical products in need of explanation
Willingness to integrate into new areas of expertise, flexibility
Independent working style, committed, team-oriented way of working, excellent communication
skills, ability to learn, willingness to perform, pragmatic way of working, growth mindset
Quick comprehension and solution-oriented work attitude
Desirable is an interest in quality assurance
Language skills: German and English fluent, any other language welcome
Enjoy self-responsible work in a small, dynamic team with great growth potential with on fear of
speed

-

Multiphoton Optics GmbH is a high-tech start-up in the growth phase and offers its 3D printing platform LithoProf3D®,
a universal tool for the high-precision production of 3D structures, photonic packaging, and other products. We support
our customers from the prototype to the production phase. We offer an exciting and challenging task in a small
dedicated and very dynamic team, with great freedom and the possibility to implement your own ideas independently
in our products. Experience, know-how, passion and fun-if you are not afraid to follow unconventional paths, then you
may be just the right fit to be a part of our team and challenging projects.
We offer you

-

Participate in the company’s growth

-

Individual career and development opportunities in the context of business development
Flat hierarchies where you can make a difference
A Dynamically Creative Team
Constructive and open communication
Interesting tasking (Interesting work?)
A large professional network

Please send your application to with the necessary application documents to recruiting@multiphoton.de for
consideration. Please also attach an abstract (maximum 2,800 characters including spaces) to your application,
explaining what to expect when working in a startup company, what you expect from the company and discuss what
excites you about the task.

